
This image: Deanie 
Johnson (foreground) is  
racing against time to  
learn Kiksht, one of three 
Indian languages spoken 
on the Warm Springs 
Reservation in central 
Oregon. Johnson’s 92- 
year-old grandmother, 
Gladys Thompson 
(background), is the only 
Kiksht-fluent elder left to 
teach the language.
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Wit’ax galilwulxt wimal 
isk’ulya. Gachlglkl ilglkl 
ilgwalilx qushtíaxa ilkala 
Gachlgelkel  malnix. 
 akshkix lep galxúx 
ilaxním. ilakshn gigad 
ixt inagun, digad ixt 
inagun akshkix; ilaxnim 
inagun liglgat. Kwapt tk’i 
gachiux; gachlglkl ilaxnim 
agawawat engi, lgiaqtilal 
aknimba. Galixluxwait: 
“Lepet alxúxwa anigelgaya 
anilxuxtga ixt ilanagun; 
gwánixch’a qengi alxúxwa” 
Wit’ax galilwulxt wimal 
isk’ulya. Gachlglkl ilglkl 
ilgwalilx qushtíaxa ilkala 
Gachlgelkel  malnix. 
akshkix lep galxux   

Tongue

Grandmother        

For millennia, the ancient  
language of the Wasco 
tribe echoed throughout 
the Columbia River Gorge. 
Today, only three people in 
the world speak it fluently. 
Can a onetime forklift 
operator and single mom 
save it from extinction? 

By Chris Lydgate
Photographs by Leah Nash
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Just outside the elementary school, the Tribal Language Annex 
occupies a double-wide trailer that gives the impression of permanent 
temporariness: Steel mesh security grates are bolted over its windows; 
sheets of corrugated aluminum hang from its frame like a tattered 
skirt. Inside, a lesson is already well under way: A tribal elder listens 
patiently while Deanie Johnson takes a deep breath and attempts to 
conjugate the treacherous Kiksht verb eniułem, “to write.”

“Eniunułem,” she says, carefully maneuvering through the tangle 
of syllables. “Emiunułem. Chiunułem . . .”

Linguists instinctively tiptoe around words like extinction when 
discussing Indian languages, retreating into academic jargon such 

as linguistic shift or language obsolescence. When pressed, however, 
experts concede that Kiksht, the ancestral language of the Wasco 
and Wishram tribes, teeters on the edge of extinction.

“It’s pretty far down the road to language death,” says Robert 
Moore, a linguistic anthropologist at the National University of 
Ireland, who has been studying Kiksht for more than 20 years.

“Saving Kiksht in its most complete sense at this point will be 
very, very difficult,” agrees former tribal linguist Hank Millstein, who 
spent the ’70s and ’80s studying the reservation’s languages. “It would 
require incredible dedication.”

Kiksht (which more or less rhymes with “mixed”) is the sole sur-
viving member of the Chinookan family of languages. No 
one now alive can remember the time when Chinookan 
echoed along the Columbia River from The Dalles all the 
way to the Pacific Ocean. Long before Lewis and Clark 
embarked on their expedition, or Lovejoy and Pettygrove 
tossed their coin, Chinookan was the original language 
of Portland. (Many local place-names still in use today 
derive from these tongues: Multnomah, for example, 
comes from the Chinookan word for “downriver.”)

But in 1855, the U.S. government banished the Indian 
tribes of central Oregon to the Warm Springs Reserva-
tion, 1,000 square miles of desolation on the eastern 
flank of Mount Jefferson.

The signatories of the treaty comprised two main 
groups: the Wasco, who spoke Kiksht, and the Warm 
Springs, who spoke Ichishkiin. By the 1880s, they were 
joined by a band of Paiute from southeastern Oregon 
who spoke Numu. These three languages, which sur-
vived a century of bloodshed, starvation and smallpox, 
are now finally succumbing to the relentless siege of 

awn breaks reluctantly over the high desert, creeping in from  
the east like a cold gray ghost. A stubborn fog cloaks the Warm Springs 
Reservation, muffling the canyons, obscuring the cliffs, smudging the jag-

ged contours of the landscape. Along Wasco Street in The Agency, the reservation’s larg-
est settlement, the headlights of a lone school bus pierce the February gloom. It stops 
outside the brick schoolhouse and with a pneumatic hiss disgorges a parade of children, 
chattering on their way to class, girls sporting long black braids, boys with their baseball 
caps on backward. A tumbleweed wheels across the playground, driven by a bitter wind.

Above: The Tribal Language Annex, a 
double-wide trailer where the Wasco tribe 
has undertaken an emergency program to 
save Kiksht from imminent extinction.

Right: Inside the annex, Deanie Johnson 
(center) and volunteer Pam Cordenas 
(right) practice translating English words 
into Kiksht with the help of Johnson’s 
grandmother, Gladys Thompson. 

Opposite: A hilltop view of The Agency, 
the largest settlement on the Warm 
Springs Reservation. The Tribal Language 
Annex is the white trailer off the parking 
lot in the lower right-hand corner.
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English. Only five Warm Springs Paiute are fluent in Numu; but that 
language actually is the healthiest of the three, because it claims 
approximately 450 speakers scattered among various reservations. 
Some four-dozen elders are fluent in Ichishkiin, but that language 
is also spoken elsewhere in Oregon and Washington.

Kiksht, however, is now spoken fluently by just three elders. 
And only one of them, Gladys Thompson, age 92, has the knowl-
edge—and the will—to teach it.

In desperation, the tribe has entrusted Deanie Johnson, a 44-year-
old single mother and onetime forklift operator, with the momentous 
task of learning Kiksht before its last teacher dies—and the language 
vanishes forever. Without a textbook, working from three-ring 
binders filled with scribbled notes, Johnson must master the subtle- 
ties of an ancient tongue so fiendishly difficult that it has defied 
the best efforts of linguists from Reed College to the University 
of Chicago, who have been struggling for more than 50 years to 
produce a Kiksht dictionary.

“They are the last hope,” says Janne Underriner, director of the 
Northwest Indian Language Institute at the University of Oregon.

For the Wasco tribe, saving Kiksht from extinction is more than 
an exercise in linguistic diversity; it’s a matter of survival.

“The language is the foundation of our whole culture,” says 

Wasco elder George Aguilar, the tribe’s foremost historian. “Where 
we come from. Who we are. It’s not for the purpose of being useful. 
It’s for saying, Hey, we’re the Wasco people. We lived along the river, 
and we were 20,000 strong. Now our civilization has been shattered 
by government policies that put us into the mainstream. The Kiksht 
may not be much of value to anyone else, but it definitely is for our 
tribe. It tells us who we are and who we were.”

Back in the trailer, frowning at her notebook, Deanie Johnson 
runs her hands through her long dark hair and tries once more 
to twist her tongue through the forms of eniułem.

“Namiu— . . .  Namiu—”
She stumbles over the word and shakes her head in frustration.
“Namiunułma!” she says triumphantly, raising her eyes to gauge 

her teacher’s reaction.
Across the table, her grandmother smiles.

ladys Thompson’s skin is the color and tex-
ture of dried tobacco. Wisps of white hair peek from behind 

a knotted kerchief, and her clothes—a purple knit cardigan and baggy 
blue jeans—seem several sizes too large. The years have bent her 
spine into a question mark, and she walks with an aluminum cane, 
but she does not seem frail—if anything, she exudes a stubborn resil-
ience, like a gnarled juniper clinging tenaciously to the side of a cliff. 
She speaks with an unusual accent, rolling her R’s in her throat and 
stretching out her vowels so that “English” sounds like Ihngulish.

Thompson is an extremely private woman who abhors being 
photographed. She will not speak her Indian name, and she divulges 
few details of her own life. Born at Warm Springs in 1915, she 
was raised by her grandparents in a remote part of the reservation 
known as Tenino Valley. When she was 9 years old her grandfather 
died, and Thompson had to take care of her elderly grandmother, 
who spoke no English. “I had to do man’s chores,” she recalls: pack 

           ‘Kiksht may not be 
of much value to anyone else, 
but it is for our tribe. The 
language is the foundation of 
our whole culture.’
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water, feed the animals, go down to the creek and break the ice so 
the animals could drink.

Thompson didn’t learn English until she was 7 years old, when she 
was sent to boarding school. For many years the school, located in 
The Agency, was the only one Warm Springs children were allowed to 
attend. Run by the federal Bureau of Indian Affairs, its mission was to 
prepare Indians for the white man’s world—but the practical effect was 
to stamp out native culture: Indian languages were strictly forbidden. 
“They punished us for talking our language,” Thompson recalls. “Made 
us sit or stand in a corner or locked us in a dark room.”

This system proved extremely effective at obliterating Kik-
sht and other native languages. By the time they left boarding 
school, most students were more comfortable speaking English 
than their original tongues, and none of them raised their own  

children in Kiksht. “Parents purposely didn’t teach their kids Kiksht 
because they thought it was more important that they know English,” 
says anthropologist Moore. “They were right about that, of course, 
but the real point is that there was no framework for keeping Kiksht 
going while also learning English—it was all or nothing. People were 
offered a simple choice: Preserve your language and culture and live in 
poverty, or give up your language, learn English and have a future.”

Thompson raised her own nine children in English, even though 
she prefers speaking Kiksht. “I have to talk English mostly,” she says, 
“because that’s what people use these days. But I prefer talking in my 
own language with people who know the language. Which isn’t very 
many these days—just a very few. Our language is going out of . . .”

She lapses into a long pause and stares out the window at the 
schoolyard, teeming now with students: running, shrieking, tossing 
around a basketball. She doesn’t complete the thought.

“It was our people’s language,” Thompson finally adds. “I grew 

up in that language. It hurts me to know that it’s just 
going out. Pretty soon nobody would know it anymore. 
Why is it my language that is the one that’s fading 
out? I’ve been hoping maybe we could go on with it 
and teach it to our children, but . . .”

Again the long pause. There are so many things 
Thompson wants to say, so many thoughts to com-
plete, but English has a way of twisting her words 
so they come out meaning something different. So 
she sighs and turns back to the task of teaching her 

granddaughter.
Deanie Johnson has been studying Kiksht for seven years; she 

is the most advanced of the three adult students who are learning 
the language. Possessed of classic Indian features—broad cheeks, 
dark brown hair, brown eyes shaped like drops of water—Johnson 
is descended from all three of the reservation’s tribes. Apart from 
this genetic heritage, however, nothing in her past has prepared 
her for this job. Born in Seattle and raised at Warm Springs, she 
grew up immersed in English, never acquiring more than a smat-
tering of Kiksht. After high school, she fought fires with the Warm 
Springs Agency Hot Shots, then drove a forklift at a lumber mill. 
For several years she worked as a secretary for the Oregon State 
University extension office in The Agency, raising a daughter and 
three foster sons. “I don’t have any special talent for languages,” 
Johnson says. “I have to work at it extra hard.”

In 2000, Johnson heard that the tribe’s language program was 
looking for someone to learn Kiksht from the surviving speak- 
ers, and in turn to teach it to the tribe’s children. Despite her scant  
knowledge of the language and the meager annual salary of  
$22,800, Johnson applied for the job, which was fortunate for  
Kiksht: There were no other candidates.

Johnson has made dramatic progress since then. She can follow 
spoken conversations, can express complex ideas and commands a 
vocabulary of about 2,000 words. Nonetheless, she is still unsure of her 
grammar. “I’m not to the point where I can structure sentences properly,” 
she confesses. “I can guess, but I don’t know if I’m saying it right.”

It’s hard to blame her. Linguists classify Kiksht as polysynthetic, 
meaning words sprout prefixes and suffixes at an alarming rate. The 
syntax of Kiksht is so sophisticated that verbs routinely travel with 
an escort of seven prefixes in a row, compressing into a single word as 
much information as English reposes in an entire sentence. Nakšiluda, 
for example, means: “She gave two things to him in the last few days.” 
If that weren’t enough, Kiksht bristles with shifting pronouns, mul-
tiple genders and a thicket of ergative cases. “It’s the most difficult 
language I’ve ever encountered,” says linguist Millstein.

But the most daunting obstacle to saving Kiksht is not the profu-
sion of prefixes, but the withering of what linguists call the “speech 
community”—people who actually use the language to communicate. 
Reviving a language under such conditions is “insanely difficult,” says 
linguistics professor Scott DeLancey of the University of Oregon. 

Left: Deanie Johnson uses 
a stuffed animal to teach a 
vocabulary lesson at the Early 
Childhood Center, the tribal 
preschool. Johnson, who has 
been learning Kiksht for seven 
years, is the most advanced of 
three student-teachers on the 
Warm Springs Reservation.  

           ‘It was our people’s 
language.It hurts me to know 
that it’s just going out. 
Pretty soon nobody will know  
 it anymore.’

continued on page 134
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“Imagine you want to learn French. Well, there are 50 million French 
speakers out there. You can go to a video store and rent French mov-
ies. You can go to Powell’s and find hundreds of books. You can go 
to France and listen to French all day long. What Deanie’s trying to 
do—there’s one elderly speaker. No materials. No tapes. 
No textbooks. Ultimately, you learn by talking—you 
go to France—but there isn’t a place in the world like 
that for Kiksht.”

Johnson is acutely aware of the odds confronting her. “If 
I could turn back the hands of time, I would have started 
earlier,” she says. “I would have brought up my daughter 
with it.” But every time her resolve wavers, she consid-
ers the alternative. If Kiksht dies—if she lets it die—she 
fears that the Wasco will lose all hope of maintaining 
their identity, and will be sucked into the meat-grinder 
maw of mainstream America, assimilated like so many 
vanished tribes before them.

“I can see how my people are suffering,” explains 
Johnson. “We’re losing our traditions. In Madras, the 
other kids make fun of Indians—like it’s not cool. Our 
kids want to be gangsters or rappers—anything but 
Indians. I try to weigh things out. Why should I learn 
this language, when nobody’s going to know it? I’ll be like 
Grandma: No one to talk to. But then I look at the kids 
who are learning it today. If we can keep our language, then we can 
keep our identity.”

When Johnson first joined the tribal language program, she had 
several teachers. But one by one, age and illness have overtaken them, 
so that now Grandma is the only one left. “It’s scary,” says Johnson, 
who shares a house in The Agency with her grandmother. “I keep 
thinking, Are we going to succeed? Sometimes I’d like to take a break, 
just to get some fresh air in my brain. I wish I had more time. I wish 
I didn’t have this fear of going down the hall and knocking on the 
door and Grandma not answering.”

ndigenous languages across the globe are 
rapidly disappearing; by some estimates, approximately half 

the world’s 6,000-or-so languages will have vanished by the end of 
the century, a linguistic parallel to the extinction of biological spe-
cies. Experts say an endangered language tends to follow a predictable 
downward spiral. First it loses currency in the marketplace. Then it 
retreats from official proceedings and government offices. Children 
acquire the dominant language instead. The endangered language loses 
prestige. It borrows words. It seeks refuge in churches and longhouses. 
It becomes the language of legends and grandmothers, something that 
is relegated to ceremony rather than used as a tool of communication, 
its voice steadily ebbing until it finally fades away into silence.

Most people intuitively understand the threat to biological diver-
sity when a species disappears—particularly when the extinction 
stems from human intervention. But what, exactly, is at stake when 
a language dies?

Pretend, for a moment, that English were Kiksht. Take the King 
James Bible, The Canterbury Tales, the works of Shakespeare. Take 
the Declaration of Independence, the Gettysburg Address, the 
speeches of Churchill, the stories of Hemingway, Huckleberry Finn, 
the orations of Dr. King, the lyrics of the Beatles. Now imagine that 
all the texts that define our culture were entombed in a language 

spoken by only three people on Earth, and you begin to comprehend 
what’s at stake with the demise of Kiksht.

“A language represents thousands of years of development and 
struggle,” says Michael Krauss, professor emeritus of the Alaska 
Native Language Center. “It’s not just this haphazard thing. It’s 
an intellectual accomplishment, an invention, a monument that 
represents the collective wisdom of a people. When you lose a 
language, you lose a whole world.”

No Wasco elder understands this better than George Aguilar.
Aguilar is probably the foremost historian of the Wasco tribe 

alive today. Born to a Filipino father and a Wasco mother, he dropped 
out of eighth grade and worked as a fisherman at Celilo Falls before 
it was drowned by the Dalles Dam in 1957. After returning from 
the Korean War (he served in Okinawa), Aguilar worked briefly as 
a timber faller, then purchased a gas station. Despite his limited 
education, he is a powerful writer: His memoir and chronicle of 
the Wasco people, When the River Ran Wild, won the Oregon Book 
Award for creative nonfiction last December.

Now the author jams a wide-brimmed black hat over his ears, 
climbs into his rusty Sierra 4x4 and sticks a screwdriver into 
the ignition. The engine roars to life, and Aguilar zips through 
The Agency, heading for Wolford Canyon. The road cuts through 
scrubby juniper and snags of willow, their tips blushing red in the 
winter chill. Soon the gravel gives way to dirt and the road becomes 
an ugly, rutted scar climbing the hillside.

“Hang on tight,” Aguilar shouts, peering through the mud-spat-
tered windshield. “I’m 76 years old and half-blind!” The pickup 
crunches through ice puddles, jolts over boulders and lurches through 
a brutal switchback. Confronted by an impassable gash in the road, 
Aguilar grips the wheel and guns the engine. The truck shudders 
like a chinook salmon charging upstream and shoots over the crown 
of the hill into the bright afternoon sunlight.

“Here we are,” he says, hopping out of the cab. “Kiksht territory.”
Hopping nimbly across a creek, Aguilar hikes up a steep hill to 

Below: “Here we are,” says Wasco 
historian George Aguilar, standing on 
the site of his childhood home on the 
Warm Springs Reservation. “Kiksht 
territory.” Aguilar’s  grandmother 
was born here in the 1800s, but now  
all that remains is his grandfather’s 
rusted Model T Ford and barbed wire 
once used to fence off property lines.

Grandmother Tongue
continued from page 102
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the windswept crest where he grew up. Once, 
much of the stony canyon was under culti-
vation—Aguilar’s family somehow raised 
wheat, rye and apples here—but now it is 
mostly abandoned, the homestead overgrown 
with juniper and sage. A tree has taken root 
where his house once stood, and the skeleton 
of a Model T Ford rests forlorn in the brush. 
“It was a harsh place to eke out an existence,” 
he says. “It’s kind of spooky now.”

When Aguilar was a boy, he remembers 
being told about how the Wasco tribe once 
inaugurated its children into the spirit 
world by sending them into the wilderness 
to meet their guardian spirit. The spirit, 
which usually took the form of an animal, 
would bestow upon them a magical song 
and a medicine power. These traditions 
are dying out, Aguilar says, in part because 
English is not the most effective way to 
communicate with the guardian spirits who 
watch over the Wasco tribe.

“The spirits speak in Kiksht,” he says. 
“How else would they speak to us?”

alanced precariously on a  
pint-sized chair in the reserva-

tion’s preschool, Deanie Johnson brandishes 
a cuddly stuffed pig before an audience of 
toddlers. “Who’s this?” she asks, bouncing 
the pig up and down on her knee.

There’s a moment of silence as the kids 
rack their brains, wiggling in their seats and 
twisting their heads back and forth. “Pig!” 
shouts a 5-year-old boy.

“Say it in Kiksht,” says Johnson, now the 
teacher instead of the student. “What’s his 
name in Kiksht?”

“Igushu!” exclaims a little girl. Johnson 
smiles and tosses the pig to the triumphant 
winner. As part of her job, she works at the 
Early Childhood Center teaching Kiksht 
vocabulary, songs and prayers.

Unfortunately, most linguists say lessons 
like these—two 30-minute sessions a day, 
four days a week—won’t save Kiksht. Sure, 
the children will pick up a few words and 
phrases, but to achieve fluency, the kids would 
need total immersion for at least two years. 
Ideally, this would happen at home, but there 
are no longer any parents who speak enough 
Kiksht to raise children in it. 

So the task has fallen to the tribe, which  
doesn’t have much money to invest in lan-
guage instruction. More than a quarter of all 
families on the reservation live in poverty; 
unemployment hovers between 28 and 40 
percent. The Warm Springs casino is too 
remote to attract many visitors, and the 
tribe’s efforts to build a new gaming hub in 
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the Columbia River Gorge are tangled in red 
tape.  There’s always the public school system, 
but thanks to the No Child Left Behind Act, 
administrators at Warm Springs Elemen-
tary are preoccupied with reading and math 
scores and no longer devote class time to 
Indian languages. So Johnson’s time with 
the tribe’s students is confined to preschool 
or after-school programs.

These lessons are better than nothing, 
but they are not going to preserve Kiksht for 
another generation. There is only one way to 
do that—for Gladys Thompson to teach her 
granddaughter and the other adult students 
everything she can remember. If they can 
master the language, the tribe will gain some 
breathing room—say, 30 years—time enough 
to hire linguists, acquire a dictionary, create 
an audio archive of fluent speakers conversing 
in the language, build an immersion program 
and figure out how best to transmit Kiksht to 
a new generation, such as Johnson’s 10-year-
old niece, Revonne, a willowy girl in long black 
braids who is learning Kiksht.

Until then, Johnson and her helpers must 
shoulder the burden alone. By late after-
noon, the windows of the trailer are cloudy 
with condensation, and the scent of biscuit 
root and dried salmon hangs over the tiny 
kitchen. Granddaughter and grandmother 
sit at a desk, patiently correcting errors in 
a makeshift dictionary of 7,700 entries that 
linguist Hank Millstein developed 20 years 
ago. Clearly, a definitive Kiksht reference 
would be an invaluable asset, but Johnson 
can’t wait for academics to provide one.

Of all the obstacles confronting the rescue 
of Kiksht, one of the most frustrating is the 
lack of a proper dictionary. The influential 
linguist and anthropologist Edward Sapir 
began developing basic vocabulary lists in the 
summer of 1905, a project that was adopted 
by linguists from Yale University and the 
University of Chicago in the early 1930s. But 
it wasn’t until 1974 that University of Penn-
sylvania anthropologist Dell Hymes (who 
began studying Kiksht as a Reed College stu-
dent in the late 1940s) conceived of a grand 
lexicographical undertaking that would syn-
thesize these lists, cataloguing every word in 
the language. Although Hymes enlisted the 
help of Reed College linguist David French 
and Michael Silverstein (a renowned semio-
tician who teaches linguistics and anthropol-
ogy at the University of Chicago), progress 
was slow—so slow that by the time French 
died, in 1994, the dictionary was still incom-
plete. Since then, the project has gone into 
hibernation. Hymes is now retired from the 
University of Virginia and has not worked 
on the dictionary in years. But Silverstein 
insists that it is still a going concern.
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“A dictionary such as we have been work-
ing on needs to be compared to the Oxford 
English Dictionary, which was started in 1844 
and was first finished in 1927 or so,” he says. 
In a subsequent e-mail, Silverstein compared 
the Kiksht project to the Chicago Assyrian 
Dictionary, which was begun in 1921 and is 
only now in the final stages of completion.

Other linguists say that the stillborn 
glossary has not accelerated the withering 
of Kiksht. “A language declines because 
people stop speaking it,” says Millstein, “not 
because you don’t have a dictionary.”

Meanwhile, as the day draws to a close, 
Johnson and Grandma continue the labori-
ous process of double-checking the myriad 
forms of every Kiksht verb in the Millstein 
dictionary. I draw it. You draw it. When he draws 
it. The old woman sits in her favorite chair 
by the window with a green blanket on her 
lap. She stares straight ahead and translates 
each word without hesitation. Sometimes she 
heaves a heavy sigh and rubs her eyes. Now 
she tackles the Kiksht verb aumqda, which 
means “to die.” “He’s dead,” says Thompson. 
“They died. It’s dead. When I die . . .”

Her voice falters, and she buries her 
head in her hands. The trailer goes quiet 
except for the throaty blatt of logging trucks 
downshifting on U.S. 26. Finally, Johnson 
breaks the silence by reading the next entry. 
There’s an hour until quitting time, and so 
much work remains unfinished.

“I take it day by day,” Johnson says. “It’s 
a scary situation, thinking we’re going to 
be the carriers of this language. People are 
always asking me, How do you say this? How 
do you say that? Am I going to be able to help 
them? Am I going to be able to continue it 
on? A lot of stuff needs to be organized. We 
need more people, more money . . .

“It’s worrisome. How much am I going to 
learn after Grandma’s gone? It’s a lifetime’s 
work—and I don’t have the time. Some-
times Grandma asks, Why do I have to live 
so long? I say: Grandma, so you can teach me 
the language first. Then you can go.”

Night has stolen over Warm Springs now, 
swallowing the canyons and erasing the jag-
ged horizon. Johnson and her grandmother 
are sitting at a table at Kah-Nee-Ta, the res-
ervation’s rustic resort, pondering the menu. 
The waiter brings a pitcher of water. The old 
woman is thirsty, but she will not drink just 
yet. Clasping her hands, she bows her head 
and begins to pray. All day she has been taci-
turn, but now the words come spilling out 
of her, in halted whispers at first, but grow-
ing swift and supple, the ancient syllables 
gathering momentum, swelling into a furious 
crescendo as she prays for the strength to 
finish her task before the fog rolls in. 
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